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How can I know I can trust these reviews about Samsung Refrigerator? How can I know I can trust these reviews about Samsung Refrigerator? Verified 2,464,228 reviews on ConsumerAffairs. We need contact information to make sure our reviewers are real. We use intelligent software that helps us maintain the integrity of feedback. Our moderators read all
the reviews to check the quality and helpfulness. For more information on reviews on ConsumerAffairs.com please visit our frequently asked questions. Robin of Parsippany, NJ Verified Reviewer Original Review: September 4, 2020 I had this Samsung refrigerator (model RF266AERS) for at least 10 years. It has a single-touch clean water dispenser (I chose
an internal dispenser) and it's easy to change the water filter, which doesn't take up much space in the back of the fridge. It also lets you know when to change the filter. The bunkers are removable and the shelves are adjustable. The freezer bin contains a ton of food and I decided to have an ice machine inside the freezer that makes ice on a regular basis. It
is easy to clean both inside and 24 hours. Its design is very beautiful. I never had to get it repaired, so I never had to use a warranty. It works very quietly. Overall, I would give it 10! Judy of Waco, TX Verified Reviewer Original Review: September 1, 2020My Samsung is probably 15 years old to date. It was one of my best investments. I think I had one
renovation for all this time that might have been $150, which at the time I thought was outrageous. But looking back now was cheap, given the durability of my fridge. It looks great, it's still in style and easily maintained. It's silver, which is very much still in vogue and everything works! I have always taken care of my technique so that they will last a long time.
Now that I've bragged about it, well we'll see. Jim Waterford Works, NJ Verified Reviewer Original Review: August 28, 2020Samsung top freezer RT21M62135R, nominally 21 cubic feet, is pretty capacious. Unfortunately, the lighting in the section of the refrigerator in front is installed and everything from behind disappears in the shade - keep the flashlight at
hand. The freezer also has light, which my previous fridge didn't have. I love the slide and reach the shelves for deli-type items - very handy. Keeping doors a little inflexible. I ordered a model without an ice pick, they sent it to me anyway despite my attempt to stop it which they ignored (customer service in the US is impossible to contact - they switched me to
Indonesia (sic)! (Consider that I bought this model for energy efficiency, then they ship what I don't want - clean waste.) Despite the fact that they took the door, the delivery service still managed to put eight dents in the door - too easy a dent. Linda Palmdale, Reviewer Original Review: August 28, 2020I had my fridge for 8 years and still hasn't had any major
problems with the fridge. The only thing that had to be repaired was ice ice that kept getting stuck. The fridge is a four-door bottom freezer. It's a large-capacity refrigerator. I have two teenage boys who eat a lot, so the fridge is big enough to keep a lot of food and a big freezer. I love the large capacity as this is what I originally looked for. Tony Branson, MO
Verified Reviewer Original Review: November 22, 2019 We were so excited to have a beautiful fridge with room for everything. Well, we got it home and the experienced ice pick didn't work well. In short, we had a repair company of $500.00 to try to stop the air leakage because the coils would freeze. It is still not fixed and more than $200.00 for an ice
manufacturer that freezes too hard and Samsung does not honor repairs. So no, I wouldn't recommend it to anyone. It looks pretty, but it's expensive and no one knows how to repair it properly. Even Samsung.LaRae Presque Isle, MI Verified Reviewer Original Review: October 8, 2020In 2015 we bought the Samsung Fridge RF26HFENDSR from Home
Depot. At the end of 2016, it began to freeze and close. Home Depot from Guarantee. Samsung said while the warranty had no technicians in our area to fix it. They sent it to a website for self-correction. Fix doesn't work. Samsung has snapped and now the refrigerator is 6 months out of warranty. Now they've given us a case manager. Which never
interrupted. Every two months we have to take all the food out of the fridge, store it in the fridges, apply hairdryers for most of the day until we can remove the back panel and get to the fan that is encased in the rotten ice. A couple more hours to unfreeze it. Can't afford a new refrigerator, furious and unfair when Samsung has thousands of complaints like this
and a class action filed in 2015, 2017 and 2019. Bad for Home Depot to continue to sell these and bad for Samsung to continue producing defective products. No Samsung family here! Read the full review of Tom Springfield, or The Verified Reviewer's Original Review: October 6, 20204 years ago we bought a Samsung French fridge door from a local Best
Buy store. This summer the refrigerator began to make loud noises like a fan rubbing at speed. Turns out it was because of the ice to build on the back wall of the fridge compartment. We moved the contents to the 20-year-old Amana refrigerator in the garage and defrosted Samsung for the weekend. less than a week later it was all icy again. Since Best Buy
requires all our personal information just to talk to someone about how much it will cost to have the technology out and the maintenance of the fridge, we contacted the local repair shop and they said it was a known problem and that Samsung repairs were not working so they didn't even want to plan the technology. A week later, the water dispenser button
broke and that we noticed an 800 room for Samsung. I called them and a very nice guy after reviewing the pictures I sent issued once a free repair service. #**. 24 hours later they call to say that there are no available providers within a hundred miles. They suggest I call Samsung home appliances that tell me since its not an ice pick they're reorhuly repairing
and I should just call the repair service for my own penny. So I have a Samsung refrigerator that ices and causes food to spoil. Up to a liter of water is collected under the Cool Select pantry tray, which is also cracked. A broken water dispenser and an all-around piece of garbage for the refrigerator is back up to buy we don't give a darn manufacturer. I wish
we could read the reviews before we bought this because, like many others, I would never recommend a Samsung device. Poor design and worst service. Samsung experience. Read the full review of Ralph Alpharetta, GA Verified Reviewer Original Review: October 2, 2020Bought Samsung refrigerator with 5-year extended warranty from Lowes and it was
broken 5 times and the warranty expires in 4 months. I don't trust the unit and may have to get rid of it at a significant loss of money. C Crestview, FL Verified Reviewer Original Review: September 23, 2020Product manufactured 12/2019. Purchased 6/2020... The seal of the freezer door is not enough and the food melts and refreezes. The ice melts and then
freezes into a piece of ice. The technician says he sees this problem all the time with this Samsung model. Won't replace printing, won't do anything to fix; The technician says it's the default and we're just stuck with an unacceptable fridge... Samsung now refuses to offer a fix. Never buy a Samsung product and tell this experience over and over!! Katie Mount
Vernon, IA Verified Reviewer Verified Buyer Original Review: September 20, 2020 We have had ongoing problems with this refrigerator since it was 13 months. We are on the third glacier and had the last motherboard fix, set at 6-12-20. We're dealing with drip ice and a water dispenser, water under crispy chipsers, and a very inconsistent refrigerator and
freezer. The fridge display will speak 37 when the temperature is actually anywhere between 38-58. We lost over $200 in food. I personally survived 8 hours of online chat support, numerous phone calls, and emails to get full compensation for this defective device so I could buy a secure refrigerator. After posting an honest review on Lowe's website I
contacted Samsung support and at 9-10-20 and Samsung emailed me the paperwork offering me a refund of $2448.29 for my defective unsafe refrigerator. This refrigerator has been unsuccessfully repaired three times. We use a mini fridge in our kitchen because Samsung's inconsistent pace is not safe to eat. I completed the online return documents and
returned it electronically and mailed the actual documents by certified mail at 9-17. They contacted me 9-18 by text and switched my refund amount only to $1530.18. It's not issue, is the famous defective design (since 2006) that Samsung continues to sell to unsuspecting customers. They seem to use unethical and fraudulent bait and switch tactics with
customers. Read Read Review Next Next samsung refrigerator rf263beaesr manual. samsung refrigerator rf263beaesr/aa. samsung refrigerator rf263beaesr water filter. samsung refrigerator rf263beaesr ice maker. samsung refrigerator rf263beaesr parts. samsung refrigerator rf263beaesr not cooling. samsung refrigerator rf263beaesr/aa water filter.
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